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After you packed out the case, you can ﬁnd the distro is not installed
to the case yet. Its important to us in packaging standpoints
The ﬁrst thing you need to do is installing your pump to it, before
securing the distro to the case.
D5: If you have a D5 pump we include the mounting bracket with
the distro. In the distro you can ﬁnd an oring thats uncovered. Its
important to use this oring under your pump (it sometimes fall out
from the channel so make sure its right in its place). After that you
can put the pump into its place. Its not perfectly sits inside the
milled out hole because some pumps can have different diameters,
but dont worry the oring will seal it. Now you can put the bracket
on, and secure it with the included M4x20 countersunk screws. Yout
need to turn the screws slowly and carefully because acrylic can
break easily, but screw down well, its all about feeling. The mounting
bracket can bend a bit, but dont worry to much about it, if it bends it
will seal for sure!
DDC: DDC pumps are easier to install, theres no bracket needed. We
included M4x20 hex screws for it, that are not countersunked. We
didn’t include the oring tho, you need to use what you get with the
pump’s package, because they can be different with every pump.
Put the oring ﬁrst into your DDC’s oring channel, then secure it
down with the included screws, that’s it!
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There are two ways to mount the distro to the case: with or without
the stainless steel washers.
We created a little chamfer in the outside of the distro, to make it
more interesting and usefull. The reason behind that is D5 pumps
can sometimes be longer. Try to put your distro into the front of the
case, after you installed the pump, and check if it has enough
clearance with the middle plate of the case.
The washers can be placed between the distro and the mounting
holes, to move it 5mm outside. That ﬁx your clearance issues (if you
have) and reveal the chamfer of the distro in the front. It creates an
interesting effect if you put some RGB inside the distro.
If you dont have problems with clearance, you can just secure it with
the included M4 screws from the inside of the case.
Make sure all your cables are go inside the case before screwing the distro on.
(RBG, Powerbutton, Pump, etc.)

M OT H E R B O A R D

M O U N T I N G

The case comes with preinstalled M3 spacers, where you can put
the motherborard using the included M3 screws like in the
illustration. Make sure the PCIe slot is facing up, and the I/O is facing
the back of the case.
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The Power Supply (PSU later) mounting, is coming already
assembled, but you can change it. It mounted via M3 screws to the
case. You can change its orientation, and placement, because there
are 12 holes in the middle plate where you can put the 2 holding
“triangles”. Its all on you.
After you ﬁnd the best place for the PSU holders, you can mount the
PSU. There are 5 holes on each holder. If you have a 2slot back I/O
you need 4 of those holes that is represented in the picture. Thats
important because that way you can mount a 2,5” drive behind the
PSU.
If you choosed a 3slot I/O you need to use the rest of 4 or 6 holes.
That way the PSU will be closer to the middle plate, but that is the
only way it ﬁts. That scenario there is no option to put a 2,5” drive
behind it.

G P U

M O U N T I N G

The GPU can be installed in the opposite side where the
motherboard is. The case comes with a riser cable, so you can just
slot your graphics card into the risers female slot, and secure it with
the included M3 screws, like in the illustration.

3 , 5 ”

D R I V E S

M O U N T I N G

3,5” drives can be mount to the top and the bottom of the case,
inside the expands, by the included 6/32 screws. The number of
drives are depends on the expands. At least small expands needed.
If you use the expands for the drives, radiators cannot be mounted.

2 , 5 ”

D R I V E S

M O U N T I N G

There are 3 ways to mount your 2,5” drives. The ﬁrst way is to mount it inside the expands, using the holes in the radiator holder, and the included M3 screws. 2 pieces can be placed in one
expand, so its a total of 4 when you chose any double expand. That way you cannot put any radiators inside the expands.
The second way is to mount it upside down, inside the case via the same holes. This is a better way if you don’t want to use any expands for your extra drives.
The third way is to mount it behind the Power Supply. That way you need to put the screws from the GPU side of the case, so you need to mount your drive before the GPU. Its only available
when you are using a 2 slot back IO. Make sure to connect the Power and Data cables before mounting, because after mounting, its much more harder.
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The frontpanel isvery easy to install. After the top/bottom panels
are removed you can just ﬁt your frontpanel in the front of the case.
Align the holes with the top/bottom holes in the case, than mount
the frontpanel with the included m3 screws.
If you want to put a fan behind the frontpanel, you must put it in
before mounting the frontpanel.

S I D E PA N E L S

M O U N T

The two sidepanels, are exactly the same, so you can mount them
both sides, with the included M3 screws. This step need to be done
before you mount the top/bottom panels, because these are sitting
under them.
The glass panels are the same without the vented holes. Be carefull
screwing down the glass panels, and make sure it sits ﬂat with the
case, they are more fragile than the vented ones.

E X PA N D A B L E
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M O U N T

The top/bottom panels covering the case. Mounting them will be
the last step in your build. They can be easily mounted to the side of
the case with the included M3 screws. Make sure the bottom panel
is where are the rubber feets. The mounting points depends on your
choosed expand. If you change your expand in the future, the
mounting holes will provide you all the options you need.

C O M PAT I B I L I T Y
LARGE TOP EXPAND FOR EXAMPLE

240/280 RADIATOR (30MM THICK) + 2 x 120/140 FANS (25MM THICK)
3,5” DRIVE

3,5” DRIVE
2,5” DRIVE

2,5” DRIVE

2,5” DRIVE

D5/DDC PUMP

SFX/SFX-L PSU

2,5” DRIVE

ITX MOTHERBOARD

2,5” DRIVE

2,5” DRIVE

2,5” DRIVE

This is an example for Large top expand. If you
expand the bottom you can also put more
radiators/fans/drives into the case. The GPU is
on the other side of the case, with a maximum
lenght of 300mm. Read more at dicecases.com.

